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Bebbington suggests that evangelicalism is characterised by a quadrilateral of priorities that transcend any particular era or context, namely conversionism, biblicism, crucicentrism and activism. This paper asks if these remain valid descriptors of the movement, and explores the relevance of each for contemporary evangelicalism through both a sociological and a theological lens. Special attention is paid to the theological method of Stanley Grenz, who is seen to be representative of recent trends in evangelical theology. The paper concludes that current evangelicalism is best described as a movement of passionate piety, but argues that by claiming a holistic understanding of each of Bebbington’s characteristics, it is possible to forge an evangelical identity better suited to a postmodern era.

Introduction

Evangelicalism is in danger of becoming a hyphenated movement. Increasingly its adherents find it necessary to qualify what kind of evangelical they are.¹ Some are conservative evangelicals, others post-conservative evangelicals,² yet others are post-evangelicals³ while some prefer to think of themselves as the younger evangelicals.⁴ Diversity is not new to the evangelical movement, Stewart in his analysis of evangelical history advocating ‘we be more prepared than formerly to speak about Evangelicalisms, i.e. varying expressions or manifestations of the evangelical faith in different centuries or eras as well as in diverse cultures’.⁵ In spite of this diversity, significant common ground has usually been found, with David Bebbington able to confidently claim in what is now often referred to as the 'Bebbington Quadrilateral'⁶ that—

There are four qualities that have been the special marks of Evangelical religion: conversionism, the belief that lives need to be changed; activism, the expression of the gospel in effort; biblicism, a particular regard for the Bible; and what may be termed crucicentrism, a stress on the sacrifice of Christ on the cross. Together they form a quadrilateral of priorities that is the basis of Evangelicalism.⁷
Bebbington’s *Evangelicalism in Modern Britain* has been rightly lauded for its careful and extensive research and its winsome style. The wide acceptance of this text has helped to establish Bebbington as one of the leading interpreters of evangelical history. In his study Bebbington establishes the close connection between context and the expression of evangelical faith, thereby meeting one of the stated goals of his work to explore ‘the ways in which Evangelical religion has been moulded by its environment’.

More controversially, Bebbington argues that the origins of the Evangelical Movement should be linked to the renewal movements of the eighteenth century and that evangelicalism should be dated to the pivotal events of the 1730s that marked the start of an extended period of spiritual awakenings. As this challenges the notion of gospel successionism popularized by leading evangelicals such as Packer and Stott, who argue that evangelicalism is essentially New Testament Christianity, as recovered by the Reformation, reinforced by the Puritans and popularized by the awakenings from the 1730s onwards, it is not surprising that some have been critical of Bebbington’s work.  

While noting the debate that Bebbington’s work has occasioned, from the perspective of this paper, what is of special interest is Bebbington’s suggestion that the quadrilateral of priorities that forms the basis of evangelicalism is conversionism, activism, biblicism and crucicentrism. More particularly, this paper asks if it is now appropriate to move beyond Bebbington, and to embark on a quest for evangelical identity that will be better suited to a postmodern era. In asking the question, the paper shifts between two lenses, the one theological, the other sociological. While the two are neither necessarily in conflict nor in harmony, it is desirable to don both to ensure we are not statically located in either the world of theological theory, or in the world of unexamined practice, but that we attempt to straddle both. The theological lens will be largely shaped by the work of Stanley Grenz, whom I have selected to serve as representative of current trends amongst evangelical theologians. To pose the question then, is contemporary evangelicalism (or are contemporary evangelicals) characterised by the priority placed on conversionism, activism, biblicism and crucicentrism, and if so, is this a valid characterisation of both belief and practice? If not, would other descriptors prove more accurate, more desirable or both?
A test run of the question to a class of theology students, all of who belong to evangelical churches, was made. The question was phrased: ‘Do you think your church places special emphasis upon or could be characterised by placing a priority upon: (1) Conversion; (2) Activism/Christian Service; (3) The Bible; (4) The Cross.’ Respondents had to answer yes or no to each.

Do you think your church places special emphasis upon or can be characterized by placing a priority upon…

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversion</td>
<td>9 (47%)</td>
<td>10 (53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activism/Christian Service</td>
<td>14 (74%)</td>
<td>5 (26%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bible</td>
<td>11 (58%)</td>
<td>8 (42%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cross</td>
<td>9 (47%)</td>
<td>10 (53%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sample was small and the results should be seen as suggestive rather than definitive. Though acknowledging the small size of the sample and the looseness of the test question, the affirmation of Bebbington’s quadrilateral in this instance, is clearly underwhelming. If this group is representative, a shifting of priorities could well be underway. The only clear remaining distinctive (affirmed by 74%, though denied by 26%) is activism. Perhaps we could provocatively suggest that contemporary evangelicals know that they are busy, albeit that they are not entirely clear as to what they are busy about. Let’s move to examining Bebbington’s quadrilateral more systematically.

**Priority 1: Conversion**

The nature of conversion has provoked much thought and controversy. The classical evangelical view of conversion has stressed conversion as a crisis event in which the individual accepts Jesus as personal Saviour and Lord, an experience through which they are justified in a moment, albeit that the journey of sanctification remains for the rest of the earthly pilgrimage. The stakes of conversion are staggeringly high, with one’s eternal destination hanging in the balance. Conversion and salvation are seen as closely related categories (the converted are the saved and the saved are the converted). Experientially, the Charles Wesley hymn “And Can It Be” expresses the transformation well.
Long my imprisoned spirit lay, fast bound in sin and nature’s night;  
Thine eye diffused a quickening ray, I woke, the dungeon flamed with light;  
My chains fell off, my heart was free; I rose, went forth, and followed Thee.

The outcome is celebrated in the inspiring ending, ‘Bold I approach the eternal throne, And claim the crown through Christ, my own’.  

So strong has the emphasis on conversion been in evangelicalism that Donald Dayton suggests that it is a movement characterised by ‘convertive piety’.
What matters is that individuals are saved from their sin. The evangelical missionary movement was birthed from a passionate desire to see the heathen converted. Indeed conversion was the chief goal of the evangelical enterprise. To quote Fanny J. Crosby’s “Rescue the Perishing”—

Rescue the perishing, care for the dying,  
snatch them in pity from sin and the grave;  
weep o’er the erring one, lift up the fallen,  
tell them of Jesus the mighty to save.

Brian McLaren, whom Webber classifies as the representative pastor for younger evangelicals, writes of his growing unease with the limitations of this paradigm.

I used to think that Jesus’ primary focus was on saving me as an individual and on saving other ‘me’s’ as individuals. For this reason I often spoke of Jesus as my ‘personal Savior’, and I urged others to believe in Jesus in the same way. I still believe that Jesus is vitally interested in saving me and you by individually judging us, by forgiving us our wrongs, and teaching us to live in a better way. But I fear that for too many Christians, ‘personal salvation’ has become another personal consumer product ... and Christianity has become its marketing program. If so, salvation is ‘all about me,’... I think we need another song.

Dimensions of the new song include a holistic understanding of salvation. Instead of salvation from the world, we are also saved for the world, including the poor, the oppressed and the environment. The shift could be seen as moving from a focus on evangelism (with its individualistic focus) to mission (with its
expansive and inclusive agenda). The holism embraced by the 1974 Lausanne Covenant can be seen as representing a significant stride in this journey. A greater tentativeness about the process of salvation is also evident. While evangelicals have never limited conversion to a stereotypical crisis event where the convert raises his or her hand at the evangelist’s plea, there is a greater openness to conversion as a journey towards the cross and an embrace of its message. At what point one is close enough to avoid a Christless eternity is not entirely clear, but there is a move away from the boundary setting that has characterised evangelicalism, to a greater inclusivity.

With the shift has come a gentler touch. The influential Willowcreek movement has convinced most evangelicals of the need to be ‘seeker sensitive’. While the spirituality of Willowcreek clearly reflects Dayton’s ‘convertive piety’, what is noteworthy is its commitment to creating an environment where those who are not yet Christians are most likely to feel at home and thus be responsive to invitations to follow Christ.

Some are concerned that this is overly accommodating, David Wells lamenting—

We have turned to a God that we can use rather than to a God we must obey; we have turned to a God who will fulfil our needs rather than to a God before whom we must surrender our rights to ourselves. He is a God for us, for our satisfaction—not because we have learned to think of him in this way through Christ but because we have learned to think of him this way through the marketplace. In the marketplace, everything is for us, for our pleasure, for our satisfaction, and we have come to assume that it must be so in the church as well. And so we transform the God of mercy into a God who is at our mercy.

There is also less certainty as to the plight of the unevangelized and of those who reject the gospel. There are divergent views as to the nature of judgement. As opposed to Augustine’s view of hell as eternal punishment in the lake of fire, views of judgement as annihilation have been gaining in popularity.
Priority 2: Activism
Bebbington suggests that the quality of activism is of special importance in that it helps to separate evangelicalism from earlier forms of Protestant Orthodoxy. While activism is more a sociological than a theological distinctive, it arises from theological convictions. Bebbington argues that the assurance of salvation that flowed from evangelicalism’s stress on conversion, led to the active sharing of faith in the attempt to get others to experience a similar assurance of salvation. This urgent mandate saw a working week of between 90 and 100 hours being expected of those in the nineteenth-century Wesleyan ministry. Bebbington contrasts this with the non-evangelical English-parish clergyman of the later eighteenth century who ‘was very like a member of the gentry in how he spent his time’.

While activism is the one feature of evangelicalism clearly affirmed by our sample group, shifts are noticeable. There has been a steady increase in the staff required to serve congregations of the same size. Specialization in a particular form of ministry is increasingly common. Volunteers are more difficult to source in an environment where two incomes are usually needed to service the average home mortgage. Rather than get members to work harder, it is not uncommon to encourage church members to give more so that additional staff can be employed. The professionalization of ministry rather than the priesthood of all believers, appears to be an emphasis. It could be that Frances Havergal’s plea, ‘Take my hands and let them move at the impulse of Thy love’ could be replaced by ‘Take my silver and my gold; not a mite would I withhold.’ One’s giving, rather than one’s activity, is needed to meet the salary budget.

In addition there is a greater awareness that churches can place unreasonable demands on their members and clergy. Most seminaries teach the importance of establishing boundaries in ministry. Wesley’s demand for a clergy working week of 90–100 hours would now meet with accusations of spiritual abuse and legal action. Likewise, missionary practices of an earlier era would be seen as an abdication of the duty of care for employees. The contours of activism thus have to be shaped against the protective boundaries of the twenty-first century. In spite of a changed context, at an emotional level there seems to be a common denominator amongst evangelicals. McLaren speaks of the passionate nature of evangelicalism, perhaps thereby articulating the twenty-first century equivalent to Bebbington’s activism. He writes—
When I say I cherish an evangelical identity, I mean something beyond a belief system or doctrinal array or even a practice. I mean an attitude—an attitude towards God and our neighbour and our mission that is passionate. When evangelicals (at their best) sing, they sing. When evangelicals pray, they pray. When evangelicals preach, they preach.2

Priority 3: Biblicism
While Bebbington is undoubtedly correct to suggest that evangelicals have historically placed a priority on the Bible and have viewed it as the authoritative source for theological affirmations, a marked shift in the attitude of evangelicals towards the Bible is underway.30 Stanley Grenz’ model for theological construction can be seen as representative of the move.

Grenz has proposed a model that utilizes Scripture, tradition and culture as the sources for theology, and the Trinity, community and eschatology as its focal motifs. He supplements these with the belief that the Spirit guides the church as it communally attempts to discern truth in changing contexts. Grenz believes that his method moves beyond foundationalism as it appeals to a trio of interacting, conversing sources that are guided by three related motifs, rather than to the single source of Scripture. The need for this might have been questioned in the past, but is seen by Grenz as a non-negotiable if a theology relevant to a postmodern era is to be constructed.31

Suggesting Scripture as a source for theological construction is somewhat obligatory for any theological method that wishes to be considered evangelical. For evangelical method, the debate is more over seeing Scripture as a source or the source for theological conclusions, with the latter serving as the historic default drive. There is therefore nothing inherently novel in Grenz’ model when he suggests that Scripture should serve as theology’s norming norm.32 Of greater interest are the shifts in emphasis proposed by Grenz.

Grenz argues that post-fundamentalist evangelical theology has continued to adopt a propositionalist approach, with the theological task being conceived as the discovery and articulation of the one doctrinal system embedded in the Bible.33 We should not accept Grenz’ analysis uncritically, as he is a little one-sided in his presentation of propositionalist approaches.34 Rather than follow a propositional programme, Grenz suggests that theology should be conceived
as the ‘reflection on the faith commitment of the believing community’. He suggests that the Bible’s authority derives from it being, ‘the source for the symbols, stories, teachings and doctrines that form the cognitive framework for the worldview of the believing community’.

Second, he believes that many evangelicals ‘take loyalty to the Bible to heights not intended by the Reformers and not in keeping with the broader trajectory of the evangelical movement’. He argues that such loyalty is misguided and unnecessary because the Bible’s status as the foundational text of the faith community guarantees its place of importance in the theological enterprise. Grenz’ approach is essentially pragmatic and functional. If theology is the reflection on the faith commitment of the believing community, it is a reflection that cannot begin without an understanding of the ‘book of the community’.

From a traditional evangelical perspective, this is provocative. Evangelicals assign a place of prominence to the Bible out of a conviction that its message is the truth, and its revelation the sole surety for statements made about the nature and character of God. The constituting role of the Bible in the life of the church is seen as of secondary importance to the claim that it is an accurate and authoritative revelation of the character, will and actions of God. Grenz’ stance seems a short step from relegating the Bible to a text of historical (but not authoritative) importance. His argument, that the Bible’s role as the repository of the original *kerygma* of the faith community guarantees it a role of ongoing importance, is not self evidently true. Belief systems can change and evolve, and most would not consider a stance definitive simply because it was the one originally adopted.

A third aspect of Grenz’ proposal on Scripture, and one which reflects something of the heartbeat of his concern, is expressed in his approving discussion of the Pietists. He notes—

> For the Pietists, talk about the truth claims of the Bible was less important than the fact that ‘truth claims’—that the Scriptures lay hold of the life of the reader and call that life into divine service.

While this would seem to be a false dichotomy, Grenz’ approving emphasis on the devotional rather than the doctrinal should be noted. Grenz moves to an
important stage in his thinking, viz. that the meaning and impact of Scripture is pneumatologically mediated. He laments that the theological method of most Protestant theologians separates bibliology and pneumatology. In practical terms, Grenz calls evangelicals to pay as much attention to the doctrine of illumination as they do to inspiration. By placing the emphasis on the inspiration of Scripture, a static view of Scripture can dominate. Arguments revolve around the once for all divinely given message of Scripture, rather than around the need to listen to the ongoing voice of the Spirit speaking through Scripture (illumination). This focus on illumination shifts the subject–object locus. So long as we have an inspired text to study, the theologian can approach Scripture as an objective text whose message can be interpreted and explained. If, however, the focus shifts to Scripture as a Spirit illuminated text dynamically interacting with the life of the community, the static ‘given’ of the text is replaced by uncertainty, ambiguity and the subjectivity of a required response.

Grenz’ pneumatologically mediated approach to Scripture has led to concerns being expressed. A major refrain is that the approach is subjective and undermines the concept of the authority of Scripture by taking the locus of authority from the text and placing it within the contextualized, Spirit guided, community of faith. Consequently some evangelicals have been dismissive of Grenz’ proposal, Carson complaining, ‘I cannot see how Grenz’s approach to Scripture can be called ‘evangelical’ in any useful sense’.

While the academy debates an appropriate understanding of biblical authority, at a popular level, most evangelicals appear to be content with an emotional rather than a substantial commitment to Scripture. Ben Witherington III has accurately observed that three of the most successful and lauded evangelical communications, viz. The Passion of the Christ, the “Left Behind” book series, and Rick Warren’s The Purpose-Driven Life, are all deeply flawed from a biblical perspective—but that little has been said of this.

In the past, small groups in most evangelical churches focused on Bible study, now most see themselves as accountability and share groups. Where material is studied, it is more commonly the text of a popular evangelical author than a book of the Bible. David Wells has noted that in spite of highly emotional debates about biblical inerrancy within evangelicalism, ‘while the nature of the Bible was being debated, the Bible itself was quietly falling into disuse in the church’.
The consequence appears to be a form of selective Biblicism. Passages that deal with the dangers of wealth receive scant attention, as until recently, did those that deal with the environment. While pastoral concern prevents a focus on passages that deal with divorce, a comparable editing is forbidden for those passages that mention homosexual behaviour. The result at a popular level is a somewhat muddled and inconsistent ethic, more often the source of ridicule than respect.

**Priority 4: Crucicentrism**

If we consider Grenz to be representative of trends amongst evangelical theologians, it is helpful to compare his model for theological construction with Bebbington’s identity conferring priority of crucicentrism. If the cross is central to all evangelical theology, in what way is it represented in Grenz’ theological model? Grenz supplements his three theological sources of Scripture, tradition and culture with three focal motifs, the structuring motif of the Trinity, the integrating motif of community and the orienting motif of eschatology. Notably missing is the motif of the cross. This is surprising as Grenz’ goal is to revision *evangelical* theology for a postmodern era.

Grenz argues that theology needs to be for the community of God. But what brings the community into existence and how is it held together? Evangelical piety insists that this is the result of Christ’s work on the cross. Overlooking the cross as one of the focal motifs in theological construction not only risks alienating the evangelical community for whom Grenz is suggesting a revisioned theology, but also neglects to answer the motivational question. When asked why they would forsake all to follow Jesus, evangelicals have traditionally responded, ‘because he loved me enough to die for me’. Christian allegiance begins with the capture of the heart. Assuming such commitment as a given is presumptuous. It also robs theological construction of one of its richest motifs.

Not that Grenz ignores the cross. At times he attaches a broad and inclusive significance to it. He links it to the creating of community, painting community in expansive terms when he writes—

> Jesus died to purchase our redemption and bring us to God. These images come together in the metaphor of interpersonal relationships. Jesus died in
order that we who were enemies to creation, to each other, and above all to God might enjoy reconciliation and fellowship—that is, ‘community’.\textsuperscript{50}

In spite of the significance Grenz attaches to the cross in passages such as this, taken as a whole, the cross is not a dominant theme in his theology. The absence is puzzling. He could, for example, have suggested that the cross should serve as a gathering motif in theological construction. The cross as a gathering motif would serve as a reminder of the manner of life to which the Christian community is called. The constructed theology would be both incarnational and prophetic. Moltmann reminds us that ‘the theology of the cross is none other than the reverse side of the Christian theology of hope’.\textsuperscript{51} Willing to serve, to suffer and to challenge, it would be quietly hopeful of resurrection, and would thus ultimately be a theology of glory. It would interpret the tradition of the church in the light of its faithfulness in walking the way of the cross. It would remember that resurrection follows crucifixion, but cannot bypass it. The cross is a reminder of the cost of establishing community, and of the value that should therefore be attached to it. The cross is a reminder that salvific, communal liberation is not an optional extra, but the agenda of the triune God.

Outside of an emphasis on the cross, Grenz’ focal motifs can fall into abuse. Grenz’ attempt at Trinitarian structuring runs the risk of being inadequately directed without the christological focus implicit in the cross as theology’s gathering motif. In a similar manner, his integrative motif of community lacks substance if seen outside of the context of incarnation, crucifixion and resurrection. Outside of the gathering motif of the cross, Grenz’ stress on eschatology can be reduced to trite triumphalism, which would then be a dangerous orienting motif.

Without wishing to attach too much significance to the absence of a specific motif by a particular, albeit representative, evangelical theologian, the underlying question to be asked is—Are evangelicals needing to broaden their understanding of the cross? Alternatively, does crucicentrism need to be understood more holistically? Certainly some of the hymnody of the past seems limited. Cowper’s ‘There is a fountain filled with blood’ might catch the imagination of\textit{Braveheart} enthusiasts, but it seems poorly suited to the sensibilities of the twenty-first century.\textsuperscript{52} There is slowly a shift away from a
focus on the cross as a substitutionary act of atonement to appease an offended Deity (or the cross as retributive justice), to an exploration of the cross as a vehicle of restorative justice. Rather than ask if the cross represents a victory over sin, death or the devil, it would seem appropriate for postmodern evangelicals to respond ‘all of the above, and more beside…’

From passionate piety to missional communities of invitation and embrace...

We have been exploring whether contemporary evangelicalism (or evangelicalisms) is characterised by Bebbington’s quadrilateral of identity conferring priorities, namely conversionism, activism, biblicism and crucicentrism. Each priority has been shown to be the source of at least some ferment and revisioning. How should we interpret the portrait that emerges?

If Bebbington is correct in asserting that evangelicalism is best traced to the popular religious awakenings from the 1730s onwards, a key feature of evangelicalism is that it is a popular grassroots movement. This explains its adaptability. Whilst the many issues facing the movement might lead some to question whether it has a viable future, the evidence points in the opposite direction. Alister McGrath, in assessing the rapid growth of evangelicalism, claims that it is now ‘the largest and most actively committed form of Christianity in the West’. Sociologist James Hunter speaks of the changing status of evangelical theology when he speaks of its ‘de-ghettoization’. Packer writes of the—

mutation of the former self-image of evangelicals as the marginalized faithful remnant within liberal-led Protestantism into a sense of being truly the core of God’s church on earth. Evangelicalism is more and more viewing itself as the main stream in relation to which non-evangelicals, whether so by adding to the biblical faith or subtracting from it, are deviating eddies.…

All this speaks of a movement grappling to come to terms with success, rather than with obscurity or failure. In short, as a popular movement evangelicalism has learned to be adaptable. Thus, for example, while in modernity evangelical apologetics could deal in certainties and sure proofs, in a postmodern era, a relational apologetic has been birthed. As the season, so the emphasis.
While Bebbington’s priorities remain relevant, contemporary evangelicalism might be better characterised as being a community of passionate piety. While at a popular level, the doctrinal focus of the past has receded, the experience of a transforming encounter with Christ remains. Although Dayton has argued for evangelicalism to be characterised by its convertive piety, postmodern reservations against trying to co-op converts for a particular narrative have seen a slight shift in focus. Piety remains, and it is passionate piety.

While passionate piety might validly characterise the movement at the start of the third millennium, it is possible to hope for more. Those of us who are the theologians of evangelicalism would do well to ask ourselves how we might aid the movement to re-imagine itself. There is enough in our heritage to entitle us to strive for more than a slightly vacuous passionate piety. Perhaps we could theologise in such a way that our diverse constituencies capture a vision of what it might mean to be missional communities of invitation, welcome and embrace. Gathered around an expansive theology of the cross (a deeper embrace of the crucicentrism Bebbington notes), and committed to a holistic view of salvation (including but moving beyond mere conversionism), and shaped by the transforming narrative of the acts of the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, as illuminated in the Spirit inspired Scriptures (more than mere biblicism), such a community would have every reason to be actively passionate. It would be a community where the title ‘Evangelical’ names not an identity, but an aspiration. It would also be a community that having gained much from Bebbington’s insights, now seeks to constructively move beyond them....
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